Notice of Intent (NOI) and Siting Criteria

Applicant

Start

Applicant submits a “Notice of Intent” (NOI) to apply for:
- A new Dangerous Waste Permit
- A significant expansion under a reissued permit or permit modification

Applicant submits a Demonstration of Compliance with Siting Criteria

Department of Ecology

Ecology determines facility does not meet every siting criterion

Ecology requests additional information

Ecology determines facility meets every siting criterion

Is this a new permit?

No

Ecology provides public notice on tentative decision to deny siting demonstration

Public can submit written comments on Ecology’s tentative decision

Yes

Does Ecology accept that the facility demonstrates a “net increase in environmental protection”?

Yes

Ecology provides public notice on tentative decision to accept siting demonstration

Public can submit written comments on Ecology’s tentative decision

No

Ecology issues Part B permit

Applicant can appeal Ecology decisions to Washington Pollution Control Hearings Board

Public or other interested party

Additional Information. Link to Citizen Proponent Negotiation (CPN) Process

Applicant can appeal Ecology decisions to Washington Pollution Control Hearings Board

Legend:

A = Hyperlink

= Progression

= Revision

= Optional

For more information on this or any permitting process visit: http://www.oria.wa.gov or call the Governor’s Office for Regulatory Innovation and Assistance at (800) 917-0043
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